URANIUM CORPORATION OF INDIA LIMITED  
(A Govt. of India Enterprise)  
TURAMDIH MINES, EAST SINGHBHUM  
JHARKHAND—832107

No. - UCIL/TMD/MIN/MM/2019  
Date: 04.02.2019

CORRIGENDUM TO NIT No. : - TMD/MIN- 940/2019

Sub- Supply of Manpower for Ore Feeding at Turamdih Mill Ground Hopper

1. Please rectify the word value of above mentioned NIT T/M-940. The value is forty five lakh fifty four thousand two hundred twenty four only (Rs.4554224/-) in place of rupees forty one lakh one thousand seven hundred forty eight only.

2. The hard copy of NIT TMD/MIN-940 may be submitted to Personnel Office TMD.

All other terms and conditions of tender shall be remain unchanged as per original NIT No. TMD/MIN-940/2019
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